Neuroinflammation may be a critical component of the neurobiology of alcohol use disorders, yet the exact nature of this relationship is not well understood. This work compared the brain and peripheral immune profile of alcohol-dependent subjects and controls. Brain levels of 18-kDa translocator protein (TSPO), a marker of microglial activation and neuroinflammation, were measured with [ 11 C]PBR28 positron emission tomography imaging in 15 healthy controls and 15 alcohol-dependent subjects. Alcohol-dependent subjects were imaged 1-4 days (n = 14) or 24 days (n = 1) after their last drink. Linear mixed modeling of partialvolume-corrected [ 11 C]PBR28 data revealed a main effect of alcohol dependence (P = 0.034), corresponding to 10% lower TSPO levels in alcohol-dependent subjects. Within this group, exploratory analyses found a negative association of TSPO levels in the hippocampus and striatum with alcohol dependence severity (Po 0.035). Peripheral immune response was assessed in a subset of subjects by measuring cytokine expression from monocytes cultured both in the presence and absence of lipopolysaccharide. Peripheral monocyte response to lipopolysaccharide stimulation was lower in alcohol-dependent subjects compared with controls for the proinflammatory cytokines interleukin-6 and interleukin-8. Thus, alcohol-dependent individuals exhibited less activated microglia in the brain and a blunted peripheral proinflammatory response compared with controls. These findings suggest a role for pharmaceuticals tuning the neuroimmune system as therapeutics for alcohol dependence.
INTRODUCTION
Alcohol abuse is a leading cause of preventable death, and can cause or detrimentally affect over 200 health conditions. 1 Many of these conditions, including alcoholic liver disease, sepsis and diminished immunity, can be classified as alcohol-attributed immunodeficiencies. 2, 3 Other changes to innate immune function caused by alcohol dependence include increased blood levels of peripheral immune signaling proteins such as cytokines. These observations provide clear evidence that alcohol dependence broadly alters the function of the peripheral immune system. Alcohol dependence also damages the brain, causing gray matter atrophy, neurodegeneration and a variety of cognitive impairments. 4 There may be an important link between brain changes and immune changes induced by alcohol dependence. The effects of alcohol on the neuroimmune system have been a topic of much recent preclinical research (see Crews and Vetreno 5 for a review). Yet, possible associations between clinical alcohol dependence and the brain's neuroimmune system are poorly understood.
Microglia are brain cells that are resident macrophages of the central nervous system critical to the brain's immune function. Under normal conditions, microglia exist in a 'resting' state that is regulated closely by interactions with neurons. 6 However, microglia become activated by signals indicating the presence of tissue damage or pathogens. This microglial activation is a key process in the initiation and maintenance of neuroinflammation. [7] [8] [9] Although activated microglia serve necessary repair functions, excessive microglial activation may lead to the release of substances such as inflammatory cytokines, reactive oxygen species, nitric oxide and glutamate that can cause neuronal dysfunction and death. [10] [11] [12] [13] The type of microglial activation depends, in part, on the type of molecular signal: proinflammatory cytokines such as tissue necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) and interleukin-1β (IL-1β) lead to a proinflammatory phenotype that can contribute to neuronal loss, 11 whereas exposure to anti-inflammatory cytokines induces a neuroprotective phenotype in the microglia. 14, 15 Preclinical studies indicate that an initial alcohol binge activates microglia into a neuroprotective state. 16 An initial activation may 'prime' microglia for subsequent alcohol doses, resulting in a classically activated proinflammatory state. 5 When this proinflammatory state becomes chronic, such as during a sustained alcohol binge, neurodegeneration and diminished neural function may occur. 17, 18 Thus, microglial activation represents a potential mechanism through which alcohol interferes with neuronal function, ultimately leading to neurodegeneration. 17, 18 For this reason, therapies targeting microglia and neuroimmune function are of great interest for treating alcohol dependence. 19 Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging can be used to measure levels of activated microglia in vivo using radioligands, such as [ 11 C]PBR28, that bind to the 18-kDa translocator protein (TSPO). 20 TSPO is a protein expressed on the outer mitochondrial membrane of microglia. 21 Microglial activation increases TSPO levels, evidenced by multiple reports of a tight relationship between immunohistochemical measures of microglial activation and TSPO levels. 22, 23 TSPO imaging is therefore thought to provide an in vivo marker of activated microglia levels in the brain. 24 PET imaging of TSPO has been used to investigate clinical neuropathologies such as Alzheimer's disease, 25 multiple sclerosis 26, 27 and temporal lobe epilepsy. 28 To our knowledge, PET imaging of TSPO has not yet been used to study clinical alcohol dependence.
The primary aim of this work was to measure TSPO levels in the brains of individuals with alcohol dependence compared with healthy controls. We hypothesized that alcohol dependence would be associated with higher TSPO levels in the brain based on preclinical and post-mortem data. 29, 30 In particular, the frontalstriatal and frontal-cerebellar circuits are heavily implicated in neurodegeneration associated with heavy alcohol use, 31, 32 whereas the hippocampus is implicated in dysregulated neuroimmune function. 33 Thus, our analysis focused on these four regions of the frontal cortex, striatum, cerebellum and hippocampus. To accomplish this goal, [ 11 C]PBR28 PET scans were acquired in 15 alcohol-dependent subjects and 15 healthy controls matched for age, sex and rs6971 single-nucleotide polymorphism genotype, which affects the affinity of [ 11 C]PBR28 for TSPO. A secondary aim was to assess peripheral innate immune response in a subset of these subjects. To accomplish this goal, venous monocytes were stimulated with lipopolysaccharide (LPS, also known as endotoxin) to robustly trigger 'classic' monocyte activation, 34, 35 and changes in inflammatory cytokine levels in LPS-incubated samples were measured. While baseline cytokine levels in the periphery are higher in alcohol dependence compared with healthy controls, previous studies reported a reduced cytokine response in periphery to inflammatory insult in alcohol dependence. 36, 37 Thus, we hypothesized a similar blunted proinflammatory cytokine response of peripheral monocytes to LPS for alcohol-dependent subjects relative to healthy controls. Taken together, these experiments provide an important in vivo assessment of innate immune function during clinical alcohol dependence in both brain and peripheral circulatory monocytes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Subjects
Fifteen alcohol-dependent subjects (11 men, 4 women) and 15 healthy control subjects (11 men, 4 women) matched for age, sex and singlenucleotide polymorphism rs6971 genotype were recruited from the local population to participate in one [ 11 C]PBR28 PET scan including arterial blood sampling and one magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan. Before scanning, all subjects were genotyped for the rs6971 single-nucleotide polymorphism as described previously. 38 This polymorphism affects the affinity of [ 11 C]PBR28 for the TSPO site. 39 T/T homozygotes (low-affinity binders) were excluded from the study.
Alcohol-dependent subjects met the DSM-IV (Fourth Edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders) criteria for alcohol dependence with no axis I disorder other than nicotine dependence, with no current or past significant medical or neurological disorders and no psychotropic medication use over the previous month. Cigarette use was evaluated by self-report. Subjects with prior alcohol detoxifications using benzodiazepines were not eligible, as they would be more likely to require benzodiazepines during detoxification and these drugs are active at the TSPO site. 40 During screening, alcohol dependence severity was evaluated with the Alcohol Dependence Scale, 41 alcohol craving was surveyed with the Alcohol Craving Questionnaire 42 and alcohol use over the previous month was collected with the Timeline Follow-Back (TLFB 43 ). Alcoholdependent subjects were admitted to the Connecticut Mental Health Center Clinical Neuroscience Unit and imaged at 1-4 days (n = 14) or 24 days (n = 1) after their last drink. This time frame was selected to most closely examine microglia in alcohol dependence in the absence of alcohol but before major brain changes occur following alcohol abstinence. While on the unit, the Clinical Institute Withdrawal Assessment was administered every 6 h until scores were stably 0. None of the subjects in this study required benzodiazepine treatment.
Healthy controls had no history of significant major medical disorders or head trauma and did not meet the DSM-IV criteria for current or past psychiatric or substance abuse diagnosis other than nicotine use. In addition, control subjects reported drinking fewer than eight alcoholic drinks per week. For all female subjects, negative pregnancy tests were established during screening and before radiotracer administration on the day of the scans. All procedures were approved by the Yale University School of Medicine Human Investigation Committee and the Radiation Safety Committee. Written informed consent, approved by the Yale University School of Medicine Human Investigation Committee, was obtained from all subjects before participation in this study.
Imaging data acquisition [ 11 C]PBR28 was produced as described previously, 38 resulting in high specific activities of 294 ± 188 MBq nmol − 1 . PET data were acquired with a high-resolution research tomograph (CTI/Siemens Medical Solutions, Malvern, PA, USA), and head motion data were acquired with an optical motion-tracking tool (Vicra; NDI Systems, Waterloo, ON, Canada). PET imaging sessions began with the acquisition of a 6 min 137 Cs transmission scan for attenuation correction of the emission data. PET data acquisition began simultaneously with the administration of 551 ± 174 MBq [ 11 C]PBR28 as a slow bolus over 1 min, with data acquisition lasting 120 min. The metabolitecorrected arterial input function was measured as described previously. 27 MRI data were acquired for anatomical localization of [ 11 C]PBR28 uptake. MR data were acquired with a 3 T Trio Scanner (Siemens Medical Systems) with a weighted gradient-echo (magnetization-prepared rapid gradientecho) sequence featuring the following parameters: (TE = 3.3 ms; TI = 1100 ms, TF = 2500 ms, FA = 7°) giving 1 mm 3 isotropic resolution.
Imaging data processing and analysis
Dynamic list-mode PET data were histogrammed into discrete time frames up to 5 min and reconstructed with the MOLAR algorithm. 44 To transform PET data into MR space, a summed image of the first 10 min of PET data was registered to the subject-specific T1-weighted MRI using a mutual information algorithm with six degrees of freedom (FLIRT, FSL 3.2; Analysis Group; FMRIB, Oxford, UK). The native MRI was then coregistered to the Montreal Neurological Institute template space with a nonlinear transformation algorithm (BioImage Suite; http://www.bioimagesuite.com) for region of interest definition. The dynamic PET data were corrected for partial-volume effects with previously published methods 45 using SPM12segmented tissue masks. The time-activity curves of radioactivity concentration in the tissue were extracted from the regions of cerebellum, frontal cortex, hippocampus and striatum, as these are important regions affected by alcohol-induced neurodegeneration 4 and dysregulated neuroimmune function. 33 For PET data, the primary outcome measure of this study was the total distribution volume (V T ), which is the ratio at equilibrium of [ 11 C]PBR28 concentration in tissue to [ 11 C]PBR28 concentration in arterial plasma. 46 The V T is indirectly proportional to the number of TSPO sites available for [ 11 C]PBR28 binding. Multilinear analysis (MA1) 47 with t* = 30 min was used to estimate V T as validated previously. 27 For visualization purposes, voxelwise parametric images were also calculated with an algorithm constraining the MA1 parameters to reduce noise following spatial smoothing with an 8-mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel.
Endotoxin stimulation of peripheral monocytes
Briefly, venous blood samples were acquired on the day of the PET scan for 11 alcohol-dependent subjects and 9 healthy controls. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells were isolated and placed in culture medium RPMI-1640. After initial incubation over 1 h, cells were stimulated with either 10 ng ml − 1 LPS or 50 μl phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and further incubated for an additional 24 h. Cytokine concentrations were assayed with MILLIPLEX panel assay (MilliporeSigma, Billerca, MA, USA), and fold change in cytokine expression for each cytokine within each subject was reported as the ratio of average cytokine concentration in LPS-stimulated samples to average cytokine concentration in phosphate-buffered salineadded (non-stimulated) samples. A detailed description of these methods is available in Supplementary Methods.
Statistics [ 11 C]PBR28 V T values were statistically analyzed with a linear mixed modeling approach. To test the null hypothesis of no difference in [ 11 C] PBR28 V T between the alcohol-dependent and healthy control groups, a model was constructed with rs6971 genotype as a fixed factor, group as a between-subjects factor and region as a within-subjects factor. Post hoc linear contrasts were generated to examine regional differences in [ 11 C] PBR28 V T between alcohol-dependent subjects and healthy controls. A power analysis using preliminary data before the study began determined a sample size of 30 subjects (15 in each group) to provide 80% probability of detecting significant differences in [ 11 C]PBR28 V T between the two groups.
As an exploratory analysis, possible associations between [ 11 C]PBR28 V T were examined for all regions with reported drinks per day over the previous month, Alcohol Dependence Scale score and Alcohol Craving Questionnaire Score in each brain region. For this analysis, correction for rs6971 genotype was implemented by separating the subjects by genotype, and then creating a z-score for each variable (regional [ 11 C] PBR28 V T , drinks per day over the previous month, Alcohol Dependence Scale score and craving score) within each genotype group. Standard linear regression analysis techniques were then performed on these 'standardized' variables. This procedure is analogous to previous reports that 'correlated' each variable with genotype and ran regression analysis on standardized residuals of this correlation, 25 which effectively created a z-score by genotype. The results of this analysis were not corrected for multiple comparisons due to the exploratory nature of these analyses.
A linear mixed-model approach was used to test the null hypothesis of no differences in fold change of cytokine expression between alcoholdependent subjects and healthy controls. Since different effects were expected for proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines, a separate model was constructed for each class of cytokines using group as a between-subjects factor and cytokine as a within-subjects factor. Post hoc linear contrasts were generated to examine individual cytokines for differences between alcohol-dependent subjects and healthy controls. Statistical analyses were all performed with R 3.1.1.
RESULTS
Individuals with alcohol dependence (n = 15; duration of 22 ± 10 years) reported drinking 6 ± 3 drinks per day (range of 4-15 drinks per day) on 4-7 days a week. Healthy controls (n = 15) were matched for age, sex and single-nucleotide polymorphism rs6971 genotype, which affects [ 11 C]PBR28 affinity for the TSPO site. The average score on the Alcohol Dependence Scale was 8.3 ± 5.6, and average alcohol craving evaluated with the Tiffany Scale was 23.3 ± 12.6. Five alcohol-dependent subjects (5 ± 2 cigarettes per day) and four healthy controls (13 ± 4 cigarettes per day) were cigarette smokers. For [ 11 C]PBR28 scans, there were no significant group differences (P o0.05) in injected radioactivity dose, injected mass or f P (see Table 1 ).
In contrast to our hypothesis, partial-volume-corrected levels of activated microglia in regions of the brain, quantified by [ 11 C]PBR28 V T , were significantly lower in alcohol-dependent individuals compared with healthy controls (F (1, 26) = 4.983, P = 0.034; effect of genotype, F (1, 26) = 32.54, Po0.0001; interaction effect, F (1, 26) = 0.094, P = 0.762). [ 11 C]PBR28 V T values are shown in Figure 1 adjusted by the modeled genotype coefficient for visualization, and were 10% lower in alcohol-dependent subjects compared with healthy controls averaged across regions, illustrated in Figure 2 . Post hoc analysis revealed a significant effect of alcohol dependence in the cerebellum (F (1, 27) = 5.000, P = 0.034), with similar trends in the frontal cortex (F (1, 27) = 4.183, P = 0.051), striatum (F (1,27) = 3.951, P = 0.057) and hippocampus ((F (1,27) = 2.941, P = 0.098), shown in Supplementary Figure 1) . Partial-volume correction (PVC) of PET data safeguards against tissue atrophy effects influencing PET outcome measures, but also introduces additional variability into the data. To ensure that PVC did not bias our result, analysis of [ 11 C]PBR28 data without this correction was also conducted. This analysis yielded a strong main effect of significantly lower [ 11 C]PBR28 V T in alcohol-dependent patients compared with healthy controls (F (1,26) = 6.681, P = 0.016; effect of genotype, F (1, 26) = 44.98, P o 0.0001; interaction effect, F (1, 26) = 0.039, P = 0.845). Post hoc analysis revealed a significant effect of alcohol dependence in all regions (F (1, 27) 44.249, Po 0.049), shown in Supplementary Figure 2 . Nonetheless, to be conservative, partial-volume-corrected [ 11 C]PBR28 V T is reported as the primary result to account for possible gray matter volume variations across subjects.
As an exploratory analysis, we tested for relationships of levels of activated microglia with dependence severity, reported drinks per day during the previous month, and alcohol craving within the alcohol-dependent group. This analysis identified a significant negative relationship (uncorrected for multiple comparisons) between [ 11 C]PBR28 V T and dependence severity, as assessed by the Alcohol Dependence Scale, in the hippocampus (P = 0.035) and striatum (P = 0.035), with a similar trend in the cerebellum (P = 0.059; shown as a representative region in Figure 3a ). These relationships indicated that more severe alcohol dependence was associated with lower levels of activated microglia. No significant relationships were found between reported drinks per day over the previous month (assessed with Timeline Follow-Back) or Alcohol Craving Questionnaire Score with [ 11 C]PBR28 V T using the entire alcohol-dependent group. However, the heaviest drinker was a statistical outlier for this sample in reported drinks per day over the previous month (1.9 times the interquartile range greater than the third quartile). Analyses omitting this subject indicated significant negative relationships between reported drinks per day over the previous month and [ 11 C]PBR28 V T. This relationship was significant in the cerebellum and striatum (both P o0.01, uncorrected; see Figure 3b for example of the cerebellum) and in the hippocampus (P = 0.015), with a similar trend in the frontal cortex (P = 0.098). A complete summary of these analyses is presented in Figure 3c .
Monocytes successfully derived from nine alcohol-dependent individuals and eight controls were cultured and assayed for cytokine expression. Stimulation of monocytes with LPS robustly increased measured cytokine expression relative to non-stimulated samples for all subjects, indicated by cytokine fold-change values significantly 41 in Figure 4 . For proinflammatory cytokines, which promote inflammatory signaling including microglial activation, there was a trend of blunted LPS-induced fold increase of cytokine expression for alcohol-dependent subjects relative to healthy controls (F (1, 14) = 4.116, P = 0.062). Post hoc analysis revealed the effect to be significant for the cytokines IL-8 (P = 0.031; Figure 4a ) and IL-6 (P = 0.043; Figure 4b ), whereas no significant differences were observed for IL-1β or TNF-α (Figures 4c and d) . For anti-inflammatory cytokines, which suppress inflammatory signaling including microglial activation, LPS-induced fold changes of IL-10 and IL-4 were not significantly different between alcohol-dependent individuals and healthy controls (F (1,7) = 2.355, P = 0.169; Figures 4e and f) . No significant relationships between LPS-induced fold changes in cytokine expression and alcohol use characteristics or levels of activated microglia in the brain were observed.
DISCUSSION
The primary finding in this neuroimaging study is significantly lower levels of activated microglia in the brains of living alcoholdependent subjects compared with healthy controls as measured with [ 11 C]PBR28 PET. Importantly, exploratory analyses suggest that lower [ 11 C]PBR28 V T values are associated with greater alcohol dependence severity and more reported drinks per day over the previous month. This PET imaging study fills a crucial gap in the literature by measuring an in vivo brain marker of activated microglia levels in alcohol-dependent subjects. Additionally, peripheral monocytes from alcohol-dependent subjects exhibit a blunted response for the proinflammatory cytokines IL-6 and IL-8 to LPS stimulus compared with healthy controls. Taken together, these findings suggest that alcohol dependence is associated with lower levels of activated microglia in the brain and a blunted immune response in the periphery. The main finding of lower activated microglia levels in alcoholdependent individuals compared with controls extends our current understanding of the influence of alcohol on the neuroimmune system. A large body of preclinical literature converges on a profile of microglial activation following models of binge alcohol treatment in rodents. [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] Specifically, recent studies provide evidence that an initial binge episode results in low or partial microglial activation, which 'primes' the microglia for greater activation following subsequent binge episodes. 16, 53, 54 'Primed' microglia may be associated with increased cell death and neurodegenerative disorders. 55 However, rodent models of alcohol exposure have obvious limitations in modeling years of clinical alcohol dependence. The present finding of low levels of activated microglia in alcohol dependence extends these preclinical findings to the clinical case of chronic alcohol use over a period of many years, and is consistent with a preliminary report from a separate imaging center of reduced [ 11 C]PBR28 V T in the hippocampus of alcohol-dependent patients. 56 Indeed, the finding of negative associations of brain levels of activated microglia with both reported drinks per day over the previous month and alcohol dependence severity imply a close connection between chronic alcohol use and microglial levels. Whether lower levels of activated microglia in the brain contributed to or were merely a result of alcohol dependence is not known; however, this finding is consistent with the observation that individuals with alcohol dependence have increased susceptibility to liver disease, sepsis and reduced host repair, possibly due to an inability to mount sufficient responses to inflammatory challenges. Such a hypothesis parallels emerging evidence of dystrophic microglia associated with advanced neurodegeneration. 57 Thus, we hypothesize that chronic activation of microglia from alcohol abuse eventually diminishes, or 'burns out', levels of activated microglia in the brain.
[ 11 C]PBR28 binds specifically to TSPO, 58 which are overexpressed during microglial activation. 59 TSPO are also expressed on astrocytes and with astrocyte activation; 60 however, immunohistochemistry work from our lab indicated LPS-induced TSPO increases to result almost exclusively in activated microglia. 61 Therefore, observed [ 11 C]PBR28 signal is generally attributed to levels of activated microglia. 22 While this is a simple interpretation for increased TSPO levels, the data here indicating lower TSPO levels have a more difficult interpretation. TSPO expression is low in healthy brain, 22 but specific [ 11 C]PBR28 binding is still displaceable in normal humans. 60 Thus, some baseline level of TSPO expression is present in the healthy brain. Additionally, pharmacological interventions can deplete microglia levels in healthy rodents 62 and reduce TSPO levels in humans, 63 raising the possibility of a dynamic range in baseline microglial levels. Therefore, in this study we interpret lower TSPO levels as either diminished levels of activated microglia or possibly lower levels of TSPO in each cell. A further limitation in interpreting the source of [ 11 C]PBR28 binding is the radioligand's insensitivity to microglial phenotype (neuroprotective vs neurodegenerative). There is strong evidence supporting an important role for microglial phenotype influencing alcohol-associated neurodegeneration, 16, 53 and use of neuroimmune agents as interventions for alcohol use disorders has been postulated based on findings of microglial activation following alcohol exposure in rodent models. 5 The present finding of diminished levels of activated microglia in alcohol dependence does not support the use of treatments suppressing inflammation for alcohol dependence, but provides evidence supporting the use of therapeutics promoting innate immune function as possible treatment options for alcohol dependence and promoting recovery. Moreover, this study identifies TSPO-specific PET imaging as an important tool to aid in the development and evaluation of potential neuroimmune therapeutics.
Lower [ 11 C]PBR28 V T values were significantly associated with more reported drinks per day over the previous month and greater alcohol dependence severity. This supports the primary finding that lower levels of activated microglia are associated with alcohol dependence. Given this observation, possible relationships between [ 11 C]PBR28 V T and the time of last drink were also investigated. There were no significant relationships (F (1, 27) o 0.083, P40.778). Analysis excluding the subject imaged 24 days after their last drink yielded a trend of reduced [ 11 C]PBR28 V T in alcohol dependence (F (1, 25) = 3.558, P = 0.071; effect of genotype, F (1, 25) = 72.30, P o0.0001; interaction effect, F (1, 25) = 0.062, P = 0.805), mirroring the findings incorporating the entire data set. The modest average Alcohol Dependence Scale score (8.3 ± 5.6) and exclusion from benzodiazepine treatment indicates that this population is most representative of moderate alcohol dependence. Potential differences in levels of activated microglia after extended alcohol abstinence, the extent to which levels of activated microglia longitudinally may recover following abstinence, and the generalizability of this study to heavy alcohol dependence remain important lines of future research.
Previous imaging studies measuring TSPO levels in substanceuse disorders reported mixed findings. One study imaging methamphetamine abusers with [ 11 C]PK11195, a TSPO radiotracer less specific than [ 11 C]PBR28, reported higher TSPO levels in the midbrain, striatum and orbitofrontal cortex compared with healthy controls; 64 however, unconventional kinetic analysis methods limit interpretation of this work. 65 In contrast, no differences in TSPO levels measured with [ 11 C]PBR28 were reported between cocaine abusers and healthy controls. 66 Thus, the effects of substance-use disorders on microglial activation may be drug specific. With this in mind, smoking status was an important consideration in this work, as five alcohol-dependent subjects and four healthy controls were tobacco smokers. Although there is evidence that nicotine itself may suppress microglial activation, 67 tobacco smoke may lead to increased microglial activation. 68 It is not known currently how tobacco smoking may affect brain TSPO levels in vivo, as human imaging studies of neuroinflammation in tobacco smoking have not been reported. Thus, potential effects of tobacco smoking on measured TSPO levels were controlled for by matching for smoking status in the two study groups.
The kinetic and statistical analysis methods of [ 11 C]PBR28 PET data used here represent a major strength of this work. Recent studies using TSPO-specific PET imaging have reported outcome measures of regional radioactivity concentrations normalized to whole brain radioactivity levels. [69] [70] [71] These approaches ignore the consensus use of V T as primary outcome measure for radioligands lacking a reference region that has been carefully validated to have no group differences in specific binding for a given pathology. 46 Using normalized data severely limits the interpretation of whole brain normalization results to only test for differences in relative regional TSPO levels-effectively ignoring potential differences in absolute TSPO levels. Further drawbacks of this method have been detailed elsewhere. 65 In addition, the use of V T /f P as an alternative primary outcome measure to V T was investigated, but statistical analysis with this outcome yielded no significant effect of rs6971 genotype (effect of diagnosis, F (1, 26) = 1367, P = 0.253; effect of genotype, F (1, 26) = 4.098, P = 0.054; interaction effect, F (1, 26) = 0.234, P = 0.633). This finding provided evidence that the [ 11 C]PBR28 f P measurement introduces excessive variability into the data, consistent with our center's previous report of increased test-retest variability with V T /f P as an outcome measure for [ 11 C]PBR28 PET imaging. 27 We contend that the analysis of PET data using conventional kinetic modeling techniques with full arterial sampling and metabolite analysis represents the most appropriate method for direct measurement of activated microglia levels in vivo.
The selection of regions of interest and corrections for possible gray matter atrophy were critical considerations to this work. Four large, non-adjacent regions of interest heavily implicated in the biology of alcohol neurodegeneration were selected for analysis. The frontal-striatal-cerebellar network and limbic system are brain regions affected the earliest and most severely in alcoholrelated neurodegeneration, 4, 72, 73 providing strong support motivating the selection of the a priori region of interests of frontal cortex, striatum, cerebellum and hippocampus. This approach was chosen to provide some regional specificity without excessively increasing variance in the linear mixed model by introducing many regions of different sizes with different variance. For the interested reader, [ 11 C]PBR28 V T values for additional brain regions, including whole brain average, are included in Supplementary Table 1 . Notably, the 10% reduction in [ 11 C] PBR28 V T for alcohol-dependent patients compared with healthy controls is consistent across all regions. Additionally, a PVC 45 was implemented to adjust for possible individual differences in normalized gray matter volume. 74 For the regions analyzed, alcohol-dependent subjects exhibited 9.6 ± 20.8% less regional gray matter volume than healthy controls as estimated by our center's automated segmentation and registration techniques. These differences were greatest in the frontal cortex and cerebellum, the regions most associated with tissue atrophy in alcohol dependence; 4 thus, we believe possible gray matter atrophy to be a critical consideration for this work. However, analysis of PET data without PVC yielded a stronger main effect of diagnosis (F (1,26) = 6.681) than the partial-volume-corrected data (F (1,26) = 4.983). We hypothesize that the PVC likely introduced additional variability into the brain data; yet, this correction was considered critical to account for possible tissue atrophy in alcohol dependence. Therefore, partial-volume-corrected [ 11 C]PBR28 V T was reported as the preferred outcome measure.
The cytokine response of peripheral monocytes to LPS stimulation was examined to complement measurements of TSPO brain levels. These data suggest that LPS stimulation of monocytes elicits a significantly less proinflammatory response in alcoholdependent subjects compared with healthy controls. Given the high variability in both sample groups and small sample size, which likely precluded detection of significant differences, post hoc analyses were conducted on these data, revealing significantly lower LPS-simulated cytokine response for IL-8 and IL-6 (see Figures 4a and b ). Indeed, further assessment of the data indicates a pattern of lower proinflammatory IL-1β response in alcohol-dependent subjects compared with healthy controls (see Figure 4c ). In contrast, the anti-inflammatory IL-10 cytokine expression suggests an opposite pattern of greater response to LPS stimulation in alcohol-dependent subjects compared with healthy controls (Figure 4e ). The finding of lower proinflammatory response to LPS challenge in alcohol dependence is consistent with previous reports of lower LPS-stimulated response of IL-1β, IL-12 and TNF-α in alcohol-dependent subjects. 75, 76 Interestingly, these previously reported findings were driven by significantly greater spontaneous (e.g. non-stimulated) cytokine levels in alcohol-dependent subjects relative to controls; however, excessive experimental and physiological variability in this measurement limits the interpretation of this finding. Consistent with previous reports, 20, 77 no direct relationship between activated microglia levels in the brain and cytokine measures was observed. Therefore, we are unable to comment on the extent to which the altered neuronal and peripheral immune profiles in alcohol dependence are directly related.
In conclusion, this work demonstrates an association of alcohol dependence with lower activated microglia levels in the brain and blunted proinflammatory cytokine response from peripheral monocytes. These findings support a view of a dysregulated innate immune system in alcohol dependence, which could be a potential target for future therapeutic development.
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